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Introduction

‘‘

Outdoors or in
a social setting
is where the
consuming public
really wants to be.
Paul Strohm,
Managing editor

Physical space fights
back against online
Welcome to the latest edition of Living Retail.
As Mapic gets underway the show’s virtual,
online format is a reminder that shops,
restaurants and bars, the people that staff
them and the companies that invest in them,
are still trying to maintain viable businesses
with, as the expression goes, one hand tied
behind their collective back.
The pandemic still prevails and many
countries have endured multiple lockdowns.
But since the last edition of Living Retail, in
August, the sector has gained considerable
experience in adapting to the restrictions.
And it has become clearer that, while online
retail has undoubtedly got a stronger
foothold, retailing is not going entirely its
way. The consuming public has shown there
is a limit to how much time it wants to spend
at a computer screen – outdoors or in a social
setting is where it really wants to be.
In many cases omnichannel retail models
have been fast tracked, improving retailers’
viability while the stakeholders in shopping
centres and town centres are rapidly
concluding that a hybridised, mix of uses is
likely to provide a more sustainable future.
As with any crisis, even the sort of ‘black swan
event’ that we currently endure, winners
emerge because they are already well
adapted to the change in circumstances. In
this case, food-based retailing, grocery stores

and supermarkets have benefited from their
status as purveyors of the ‘essential’.
In this edition of Living Retail we look in more
detail at some of these issues: How the
endurance of the food sector has been the
catalyst for huge investor interest (p8); the
emergence of specialist food retailers, such as
Camden’s Vegan Butcher (p22) and how
Japanese brand Asari’s belief in physical
shops will be manifest in its store-in-store
European expansion plans (p24).
Consultant PwC looks in detail at consumer
behaviour (p38) and influential architect
Ibrahim Ibrahim explains that we should
think in terms of “people and places” rather
than “buildings and spaces” (p12), a
sentiment echoed by the newly established
European Council of Shopping Places (p26).
Meanwhile, retail-focused property company
Redevco reveals how asset management is
key to quality retail destinations (p20).
While you are attending Mapic, join us for
‘Best Time Ever to Invest in Mixed-use
Projects?’ as part of the Official MAPIC
Programme, on Tuesday17 November, at
16.30 (CET). The session will be moderated by
Real Asset Media’s Richard Betts and features
Winston Fisher, CEO of lead developer of the
Area 15 project in the US, Wereldhave’s CEO
Matthijs Storm, and Philippe Journo, CEO of
Compagnie de Phalsbourg.
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INSIGHT

News

£5bn London scheme aims
to create ‘15-minute town’
Developer Argent Related has unveiled
its plans for one of the UK’s largest
developments, the £5 billion (€5.52
billion) Brent Cross Town, which is
situated close to the original Brent
Cross shopping centre owned by
Hammerson and Aberdeen Standard in
north London.
The 180-acre (73 ha) project will
create a new neighbourhood, Brent
Cross Town which will include 50 acres
of parks and playing fields and 6,700
new homes for sale and for rent. There
will also be 3 million sq ft (278,709 sq
m) of office space which the developers
have described as “an ecosystem for
25,000 employees”. The project will also
include restaurants, retail including
local amenities and services, leisure,
culture and events space.
Argent Related aims to create a
‘15-minute town’ based on the principle
that the places you work, shop, play and
learn should all be within 15-minutes
from where you live, an idea espoused
by Paris’s mayor Anne Hidalgo. “A taste
of hyperlocal life has given people the
appetite for more,” the developer said,
referring to the restrictions imposed
during the Covid-19 pandemic.
“Nearly 70% of people found the idea

Brent Cross Town will be based on the principle of a ‘15-minute town’

of a 15-minute town appealing with the
top two reasons being to reduce their
environmental impact and to support
local businesses. The top five amenities
people wanted in their 15-minute
town are: a supermarket; transport
connections; natural green space; parks;
and restaurants.”
Hammerson and Aberdeen Standard
have also announced improvements

to the Brent Cross Shopping Centre,
including the development of a new
network of covered streets and spaces
in and around the centre to “create
a world-class destination for retail,
dining and leisure”; construction of a
new pedestrian and cycle bridge over
London’s North Circular Road; and
acceleration of transport improvements
planned for the area.

Hammerson appoints Owens as Ireland director
UK REIT Hammerson has appointed
Connor Owens (pictured) as its new
director of Ireland. Owens will head
up Hammerson’s business in Ireland
where the portfolio includes Dundrum
Town Centre, the ILAC Centre and
Swords Pavilions.
Owens, an accountant, will join
Hammerson in February having
worked for Ireland’s National Asset
Management Agency (NAMA).
At NAMA he was head of asset
management and recovery, which
included responsibilities for developing
strategies for mixed-use developments,
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and for driving returns from the
agency’s retail portfolio.
Owens’ appointment followed the
announcement that Rita-Rose Gagné
had been selected to be its new chief
executive officer.
Gagné will join from Ivanhoé
Cambridge, where she has worked
since 2006 and was most recently
president of growth markets. A lawyer,
Gagné also holds an MBA from McGillHEC Montreal. It is expected that she
will take up her new role before the
end of the year and David Atkins will
continue to serve as CEO until then.
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Invesco buys
luxury retail
assets in Paris

Adobe Stock/Comofoto

Property investment manager
Invesco Real Estate has acquired
two adjacent Paris buildings which
include retail units let to Prada and
Loro Piana.
The mixed-use asset at 6-12 Rue
du Faubourg Saint Honoré, in
the 8th arrondissement, has a
total of 5,400 sq m of space,
which also comprises offices and
residential units.
The retail units have a 25m
facade and a total of 2,000 sq m of
shop space and generate most of
the rent.
The property was acquired on
behalf of a joint venture between
pension funds Bayerische
Versorgungskammer and

Nordrheinische Ärzteversorgung,
whose fund is administered by
Universal-Investment
Luxembourg. Both are separate
account clients of Invesco.
William Ertz, senior director –
fund management, at Invesco,
said: “The Paris market continues
to play a big role in our European
investment strategy and we are
confident that, due to a global
attractiveness on a long-term view,
the high-end luxury retail sector
will prove highly resilient.”
6-12 Rue du Faubourg Saint
Honoré is the latest in a series of
high-profile deals by Invesco in
Paris over the past year, including
the luxury retail asset located at 53
Avenue Montaigne, an office
building site in Saint-Denis and a
logistics development facility
located in the vicinity of the capital.
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Investment in German
retail up 32% this year
German retail property attracted
investment volumes of €9.4 billion in
the first three quarters of 2020, 32% up
on the previous year.
However, according to recent
research from CBRE the figure was
primarily driven by a few large deals.
SIGNA’s third-quarter portfolio
acquisition from Quantum and a
transaction between two ECE funds,
which saw three shopping centres
change hands, contributed to the
high overall volume. There were also
several grocery retail portfolio deals
that took place in the first half.
“The real estate adage of ‘location,
location, location’ has been replaced
by ‘food, food, food’,” said CBRE
Germany co-head of retail investment
Jan Schönherr.
“The tenants of food-anchored
properties did not suffer any loss
of revenue due to closures, and

uncertainty about their future is not
as great as it is with other sectors,” he
said, adding that the firm is expecting
“a conventional and broader-based
market upswing in 2021 at the earliest”.
Shopping centre yields have risen.
Prime yields for centres in A locations
are 4.75%, an uptick of 0.25% points
compared to Q2 2020. Yields on retail
warehouses, retail parks, DIY centres
and high street shops remained
stable compared to Q2 2020, but for
supermarkets there was a 0.20% point
fall to 5% quarter-on-quarter.
CBRE said the final quarter will be
busy for retail investment which will
exceed the long-term average of
€11 billion.
“The focus will remain on properties
with a high food and drugstore content,
with DIY centres as a source of a reliable
cash flow also becoming increasingly
important,” Schönherr added.

WP Carey snaps up €87m
Spanish supermarket portfolio
Spanish grocery retailer Eroski has
sold a portfolio of 27 supermarkets in
northern Spain and the Balearic Islands
to sale-and-leaseback specialist WP
Carey.
WP Carey has paid $102 million
(€87 million) for the portfolio, which
comprises a total of 45,000 sq m. Eroski
Sociedad Cooperativa is leasing back
the properties on three 20-year, triplenet master leases.
WP Carey said the deal brings its total
investment volume for the year-to-date
to approximately $700 million.
Eroski is one of Spain’s largest
supermarket chains and operates
more than 1,600 stores. WP Carey
said in a statement that the portfolio
is in established locations with
high barriers to entry. Most of the
supermarkets are located in densely
populated residential neighbourhoods

with limited local competition.
Strict planning laws and licensing
requirements create significant barriers
for new entrants, thereby increasing
the inherent value of the proven sites.
“We look forward to continuing to
grow our real estate footprint in Spain
and to building on our partnership with
Eroski,” said Christopher Mertlitz, WP
Carey’s executive director investments.
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Food for
thought
INSIGHT

Much of the retail sector has been ravaged by the Covid-19
pandemic. But as purveyors of ‘essential’ goods, grocery retailers
are finding favour with investors. Paul Strohm reports
The recent discovery of a Covid-19 vaccine has brought the
prospect of an end to the disruption that the pandemic has
wrought around the world and, maybe in the not too distant
future, the return to a more normal pattern of life.
But in real estate’s case, particularly retail real estate, the
genie is out of the bottle. The pandemic has accelerated
trends that were already in progress. At the heart of these
trends was the fact that some of the goods and services,
normally provided in physical units in high streets and
shopping centres, could be sold online.
Consequently, not all retail property has suffered equally
during the pandemic. A common key distinction has been
between ‘essential’ and ‘non-essential goods’ as restrictions
on both consumers and retailers have come into force during
periods of lockdown.

GROCERY SURVIVAL

‘Essential’ has generally meant food and pharmacy products;
‘non-essential’ is pretty much everything else. This has made
survival more straightforward for grocery-based retailers,
in part because selling groceries online to everyone, even
using click-and-collect, requires vast logistics capacity and
is impractical. During the first lockdown in the UK, people
waited weeks for a delivery or click-and-collect slot.

So, grocery retailers’ main preoccupation has been
maintaining their supply chain and making their shops and
procedures ‘Covid-safe’.
But for those retailers selling non-essentials, survival, at
least during periods of tougher lockdowns, has been
predicated on the ability to switch to an online sales model.
For retailers with established omnichannel services and well
developed online sales arms, it was a case of adjustment, a
change of emphasis.
These patterns have been reflected in the shifts in investors’
attitudes to different types and levels of retail property.
“Two quarters on from the start of the Covid-19 pandemic
in Europe and a clear hierarchy of investor demand has
emerged,” says Tom Leahy, senior director EMEA analytics,
at research firm RCA. “Industrial, especially logistics assets,
apartments, and grocery stores, sit at the top of the table. At
the bottom are hotels and large swathes of the retail sector.”
CBRE Germany co-head of retail investment Jan Schönherr
sums it up by saying: “The real estate adage of ‘location,
location, location’ has been replaced by ‘food, food, food’. The
tenants of food-anchored properties did not suffer any loss of
revenue due to closures, and uncertainty about their future is
not as great as it is with other sectors.”

E-commerce penetration in the supermarket
sector is still at low levels, largely due to the
cost implications for cheap delivery.
Gunther Deutsch, Barings Real Estate
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Barings Real Estate is an investor that is confident about
the outlook for essentials- and food-anchored retail assets,
as its head of real estate transactions Europe, Gunther
Deutsch, explains: “E-commerce penetration in the
supermarket sector is still at low levels, largely due to the
cost implications for cheap delivery, and we believe spending
in this category could increase in the near term due to the
impact of Covid-19.”

SUPERMARKET SWEEP

Barings bought a newly built retail park in Bad Kreuznach,
near Frankfurt, in September for €13 million on behalf of a
separate account mandate for SIS. The 3,900 sq m property
is let on long leases to supermarket chain REWE, Germany’s
second largest retailer, and pharmacy Drogerie Markt.
Investor Benson Elliot, meanwhile, says it continues to see
long-term value in market-dominant, needs-driven retail
formats. “While the structural trends underpinning the retail
sector have no doubt accelerated over the past few months
as a result of the enforced lockdown, the benefits of groceryanchored centres, which remained open because of the
community services they provide, were also accentuated,”
says senior partner Joseph De Leo.
Benson Elliot paid €65.5 million to RDI REIT for the 18,600
sq m Schloss-Strassen Center in Steglitz-Zehlendorf in
south-west Berlin. Tenants here also include REWE and
Drogerie Markt. The acquisition increased the value of
the firm’s German convenience retail holdings to around
€250 million.
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Eroski, one of Spain’s largest supermarket chains with more
than 1,600 stores, has taken advantage of investor demand
for food-anchored assets with sale-and-leaseback deals.
While retail property fund manager Pradera paid €130
million for a portfolio of six Eroski hypermarket assets in
Spain’s Basque Country and Navarra region on behalf of
German pension fund Nordrheinische Ärzteversorgung
(NAEV), WP Carey paid Eroski €87 million for a portfolio of 27
supermarkets in northern Spain and the Balearic Islands (see
news, page 7).

Investor
interest in
food retailers
has risen
since the
pandemic

Pradera fund manager Peter Davies explains: “The projected
extremely long income stream secured against the covenant
of the dominant grocery operator in this region of Spain
was, from the outset, one of the most attractive reasons for
acquiring this portfolio.”
The pain for investors will be less for those picking new stock
against those who have historically placed their faith in

Investors’ lap of luxury

Adobe Stock/salomonus

“The focus will remain on properties with a high food
and drug store content, with DIY centres as a source of a
reliable cash flow also becoming increasingly important,”
Schönherr adds.

One anomalous investment type – arguably the
ultimate “non-essential” category – is luxury goods.
Sales might be lagging while consumers are confined
to their homes, but Investors believe demand for
luxury retail will persist.
Invesco Real Estate recently bought two adjacent and connected
buildings at 6-12 Rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré, in Paris’s 8th arrondissement,
an area known for its high-end retail and global fashion houses.
“The Paris market continues to play a big role in our European investment
strategy and we are confident that, due to a global attractiveness on a long-term
view, the high-end luxury retail sector will prove highly resilient,” says Invesco
senior director, fund management, William Ertz.
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Left: Benson Elliot paid €65.6m for the Schloss-Strassen Center in
Berlin. Above: ECE has found success with its Digital Mall concept

retail, particularly shopping centres. While liquidating assets
is unlikely to be a viable option while demand is thin and
large value concessions would be necessary, adapting assets
could be a solution. While some department stores such as
John Lewis in the UK have looked at converting upper floors
to offices for commercial letting, shopping centre owners
are considering a range of options for transforming pure
shopping centres to mixed-use.
However, Hamburg-based property company ECE had some
time ago anticipated the pressure from online retail and
sought to embrace technology with its Digital Mall, which
started out as an enhanced online shopping centre directory,
but is evolving into an omnichannel platform for tenants and
shoppers in its centres.
ECE recently formed a partnership with Google to enable
bricks-and-mortar retailers to display products in Google
search results in response to local searches. ECE says the
ability for consumers to determine whether a product they
want is available in-store and to view a complete range
with information about pricing and availability is valuable.

REWE has a long lease at a retail
park in Bad Kreuznach recently
bought by Barings Real Estate

Enquiries about local availability have risen by a factor of
seven in the last year and, globally, 68% of physical purchases
are preceded by an online check.
ECE has also experimented with online sales of goods direct
from local stores. Using the Limango platform of related retail
company Otto Group, and with retailer Jack Wolfskin, the
initiative increased Jack Wolfskin’s average daily revenue at
Alstertal-Einkaufszentrum Hamburg by 500%. For this trial,
Hermes Germany handled logistics and set up a pop-up
parcel shop within the centre.

LOGISTICS RESILIENCE

So the last-mile logistics sector is not necessarily
conventional retail’s enemy, although it is nipping at its heels
and has perceived that physical retail’s redundancy may be
its source of new business. “There is a lot of capital looking
to get into what is one of the more resilient asset classes,
logistics,” says P3 Logistic Parks’ chief investment officer Otis
Spencer. “Retail is going through a bit of a transition, there’s
a big push towards e-commerce and with the consumer
attitude to shopping experience we think that is going to
create an opportunity for repurposing retail assets.”
Opportunities are specific to different geographies, Spencer
says. Europe does not tend to have the same out-of-town
shopping centre culture as the US, so converting “zombie
malls” that have lost their anchor tenant is less of an option.
P3 sees more scope in hypermarkets, which tend to be
10,000 to 15,000 sq m on a site twice that size and are in ideal
locations to serve online purchasers. “These assets may have
functioned well in the past and with modest repurposing can
convert to a true logistics asset.”
Spencer adds that as e-commerce’s share of sales has
accelerated due to the pandemic lot of retailers are changing
format to click-and-collect and other ways of generating their
business through online services. “We want to grow with
those retailers,” he says. n
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Positive takeaways
In response to lockdowns
and reduced customer
numbers, many
restaurants are offering
takeaway services - both
for prepared food and
fresh produce
Retail is not the only European high street
and shopping centre activity striving to keep
business going through the pandemic.
Local rules mean restaurants may have
had to introduce a mix of social distancing,
which reduces the number of place settings;
shortened business hours, limiting the
number of sittings; and restrictions on
alchohol sales, curtailing profit margins.
In any case, lockdowns have prevented
patrons from leaving their homes to visit
restaurants in the first place.
Combined, these measures have stifled
turnover and threatened restaurants’ ability
to cover overheads such as rent.
In some cases there has been an option
to furlough some or all staff, obtaining
some government assistance for doing
so and, in some countries, temporary tax
breaks. But treading water is not the first
choice for a restaurant that may have spent
years building up its ‘goodwill’ and the
recommendations that are the basis
of repeat business and growth. The effects
of reduced trade have also flowed along
supply chains.
It is not surprising then that restaurants have
sought innovative ways to keep businesses
going, offering ready-to-eat takeaway
meals, restaurant-standard prepared
meals ready to reheat or supplying food
boxes of vegetables and other ingredients.
Some have opened pop-up shops offering
elements of their menu in outside locations.
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London restaurant Spring, located in
London’s historic Somerset House, off
the Strand, is about to open a temporary
shop in Shoreditch, close to the City of
London. The opening follows its successful
implementation of an online shop, created
during the UK’s first lockdown, which
enabled Spring to sell fruit and vegetables
from one of its main suppliers, Herefordshire
farm Fern Verrow and excess from the Spring
kitchens that had been turned into jams,
preserves and ice creams etc.
“It’s been the silver lining of lockdown and
something we hope to continue and grow,”
says Spring’s owner and chef Skye Gyngell.
“Many more people seem to be engaged
in cooking at home and more importantly
taking pleasure and pride in it.”
Spanish-born chef Paco Pérez runs two
adjacent restaurants in Gdańsk, Poland.
Situated on the 33rd floor of the Olivia Star
building, Arco and the less formal Treinta

‘‘

It’s been the silver lining of
lockdown and something we
hope to continue and grow.
Skye Gyngell, Spring

Spanish-born chef Paco Pérez runs two adjacent
restaurants on the 33rd floor of the Olivia Star
building, in Gdańsk, Poland.

y Tres are separated by a bodega that can
hold more than 3,000 bottles, the largest
collection in Poland. The restaurants were
established to attract food connoisseurs to
Gdańsk and the Pomerania region.
However, the Polish government has
declared the whole of Poland a “red zone”.
People’s movements are heavily restricted
and there are substantial fines for breaches
of the regulations governing masks and
hand sanitisation. Furthermore, restaurants,
cafes and pubs were closed from 24 October
except for takeaway services.
But like London’s Spring, the Olivia Centre’s
restaurants have found retailing to be
an outlet and food prepared in the
restaurant can be bought in the centre’s
ground floor shop. n
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The man with a plan
to reinvent retail
STRATEGY

Portland Design’s Ibrahim Ibrahim tells Nicol Dynes why the sector
needs a change of mindset based on people and places
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Retail is not doomed. It can be saved by active
management and careful transformation, says Ibrahim
Ibrahim. The managing director of Portland Design says
retail real estate can no longer be driven by leasing boxes
and collecting rent, it is now about content and curation of
blended commercial offers and compelling experiences.
“Our mantra is people and places, not buildings and spaces,”
says Ibrahim. “People and culture are the essence of a place,
of which the design of the built environment is a by-product.
First you have to define the connective tissue that binds the
offers and experiences and animates the public realm to
create an authentic spirit of place.”
The process has five steps, he explains. The first is culture,
looking at trends and the community, which involves deep
research and analysis of cultural, consumer and retail trends.
The second is people, assessing their profiles, missions and
journeys. The third is the place story, defining the experience
and the vision. The fourth is space: finalising an experience
masterplan, with a focus on connectivity, getting the right
mix and identifying synergies.
Then and only then does the design of the buildings and
public spaces come into the picture, to be driven by the
‘strategic platform’ established in the first four steps
Changes currently being experienced in retail are driven by
a fundamental shift in the relationship between consumers
and brands and how they engage with branded places, town
centres and each other, adds Ibrahim.

GENERATION C

The audience is what Ibrahim calls ‘Generation C’. “This is not
a demographic segmentation, rather one based on mindsets,
interests and behaviours,” he says. “The most critical ‘C’
stands for our audiences’ demand for Control in their lives
including hyper convenience, simplicity, transparency etc.
Generation C is of course also constantly Connected, ready
to Collaborate and wanting to Co-create. They want to
participate in Communities that mirror their interests and
passions facilitated by brands, and most critically Generation
C has a Conscience, they will increasingly gravitate towards
brands and places that demonstrate added value in their
lives and the wider world with actionable purpose.
Generation C also wants to be part of a place, he says, to
belong and to shape it and they care about the role a place
or a brand plays in society. They value freedom and choice
in everything they do, and they scrutinise everything so
there is no hiding place for brands: they demand integrity,
transparency and openness.
Entertainment and play in work, education and leisure is
also important and they also want wellness to be imbued in
everything. Speed is of the essence and they expect constant
change and innovation.
Portland Design is a place strategy and retail design business
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that works on projects ranging from large-scale urban
regeneration to mixed-use developments, and retail assets
like shopping centres and retail parks, airports and railway
stations. It advises landlords as well as occupiers, retailers
and consumer brands on how to be future-ready.

Above: Citizen
M blends a
hotel concept
with coworking

To be future-ready in real estate retail operators have to focus
on four pillars, says Ibrahim. First, reinventing convenience,
because people now live transient, digitised lives and want
ease and simplicity. “You have to respond to this need and
create value by stripping out complexity,” he says.

‘‘

Second, reconnecting to community, creating a sense
of sharing and belonging. Participation is the new
consumption: the successful brands today are those that go
beyond selling stuff to creating communities. They see their

We have to think of these assets not as hermetically
sealed shopping centres that turn their back on
community, but as permeable open places that
connect to community, the streetscape, the public
realm and the urban grain.
Ibrahim Ibrahim, Portland Design
13

‘‘
Interview

Serendipity is the most powerful
emotion that drives engagement,
footfall and will bring the crowds back to
our high streets and shopping centres.

STRATEGY

Ibrahim Ibrahim, Portland Design

physical retail places not just as channels of distribution but
as moments of experience.
Third, reimagining places to create a sense of excitement and
surprise. Blending experiences to activate the public realm
that encompasses co-working, co-living, hospitality and even
healthcare and wellness. Ibrahim’s acronym for it is SWELCH
– shopping, working, entertainment, learning, culture and
hospitality.
Fourth, repositioning value. People increasingly value
personalisation, authenticity, social consciousness and
environmental awareness as well as health and wellness.

COMMUNITY SHIFT

“We’ve got to shift from a shopping rhythm to a community
rhythm,” says Ibrahim. “We have to think of these assets not
as hermetically sealed shopping centres that turn their back
on community, but as permeable open places that connect
to community, the streetscape, the public realm and the
urban grain.”
It is a matter of rethinking the old, tired, disconnected
and siloed mixed-use to transform it into new, vibrant and
connected ‘blended use’ that really activates the public realm
with a new blend of experiences and rhythms.
Ibrahim says that they should, “bring together a mix of
occupiers, both ephemeral and longer term, national
brands and regional brands, local independents, influencers,
individuals and community groups in the same spaces”. But
it is essential to have diverse lease models to accommodate
all these different occupiers, he points out: from fixed rent
to turnover rent to footfall-based rent to ‘halo rent’, which is
based on the impact on media impressions.
Additionally, to create a truly blended use development the
‘blending component’ of each use typology (work place,
hospitality, healthcare, maker spaces, residential etc) must be
identified, which will activate the public realm and connect
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to retail, F&B, leisure and entertainment to create a real place
with a new rhythm that will draw in the crowds again.
As US advertising executive Marian Salzman said: “This is the
era of the surprising, the spontaneous, the unplanned, and
the serendipitous.”
“Serendipity is the most powerful emotion that drives
engagement, footfall and will bring the crowds back to our
high streets and shopping centres,” says Ibrahim.
The successful retail asset of the future is a place that “speaks
like a magazine, changes like a gallery, engages like a show,
builds loyalty like a club, can be shared like an app, seeds
like an incubator and connects like a community. If it does all
that, then it’s future ready”.
“Retail has been going through an existential challenge,
it’s been changing at warp speed and the changes we’re
experiencing are no longer cyclical, they are structural,”
he adds. “Those changes are not caused or driven by
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Portland Design

Above:
Pink Fish, a
salmon F&B
concept from
Norway, is a
trendy and
sustainable
fast food
option
Left:
Showfields
in New York
represents a
new notion
of the
department
store
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Interview

Examples of Redevco’s mixed-use
approach include Lille’s Le 31
(above left) and One Tower Bridge
in London (above)

STRATEGY

At Auckland Airport, convenience has
been reinvented with robots employed
for click and collect services

architecture or design or even by technology trends, they’re
driven by a fundamental shift in the relationship between
the audience and places and brands.”
The term Retail Darwinism has been coined for this shift,
because the changes in the expectations of consumers
are changing faster than many businesses can adapt. It is
not so much a survival of the fittest as the survival of the
most nimble and in tune with fast-moving trends. Retail
businesses need to make the shift from being a responsive
business to being a predictive one.

BOARD AGENDA

“As a retail business, whether you own 20
shopping centres or 300 stores, how can
you adapt at the speed at which consumers
are changing, when they are shopping on
platforms that maybe didn’t exist six months
ago?” says Ibrahim. “This has to be on the
agenda of every board of every retail business at whatever
level and whatever scale.”
Ibrahim’s prediction is that Instagram and Facebook in the
next couple of years will become major shopping channels
and this will be a significant development in the world of
consumer engagement.
“Retail has always been and will always be about four things:
recruitment, (finding the consumer); transaction, (selling
them something); fulfilment, (making sure they get it); and
retention, (making sure they come back),” Ibrahim says.
“What’s interesting now is that transaction and fulfilment are
migrating gradually away from the physical space, so what
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we’re left with is recruitment and retention.”
What this means in practice is that “the physical space is
behaving more and more like a media platform, because it’s
there primarily to recruit and retain customers, who are then
driven downstream to online or social platforms”, he adds.
“We’ve got to think about these retail assets less like real
estate and more like media content.”
As the physical space, which is no longer a mere shop,
changes its function from transaction to media, everything
else must change too: the design, the service
proposition, the experience, the technology,
the masterplan and the connection to the
public realm.
“But much more importantly, it changes the
revenue model and it changes the valuation
model and therefore, in order to establish
how we can create a revenue and valuation model from a
recruiting platform, we need to understand and leverage the
data that these physical places generate,” he says. “So it’s no
longer about monetising the experience only but the data
that these experiences generate.”
It all boils down to people. The new art of curating places
will require “a people revolution”, concludes Ibrahim. “We
need people from the culture, entertainment and hospitality
industries. We need curators, stage managers, set designers,
media buyers, storytellers, ethnographers, data scientists,
social media experts; who can identify the brands and the
occupiers, curate the content and operate these retail assets
to bring back the excitement and the crowds.” n
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Quotes

Market talk

‘‘

AREA15 blast open its doors
introducing the world to
something truly disruptive
and extraordinary

‘‘
‘‘

‘‘

Our members are a catalyst
for sustainable urban
regeneration and represent
an important civic function
in virtually every European
community
Peter Wilhelm, Chairman of the
Board, ECSP

Winston Fisher, CEO, AREA15

We’re going to see more change
in the next two years than we
have in the last 20
Jace Tyrrell, Chief Executive, New West End Company

We are starting a strategic review of options
for our Gap business in Europe. One of
the options being explored is the possible
closure of our company-operated Gap stores
in the UK, France, Ireland and Italy at the
end of the second quarter in 2021

‘‘

Community
is the key to
our success
Taylor McWilliams, Managing Partner,
Hondo Enterprises

Mark Breitbard,
Head of Gap Brand Global
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Asset management

The art of
management
STRATEGY

Four projects highlight how Redevco has repositioned and added
value to retail assets, which it says is now more important than ever
The retail sector is under pressure, and more so in the
current crisis, which makes asset management even more
important, according to Redevco.
Apart from solid stock picking in the first place, a process that
should adhere to principles of location and acknowledge the
dynamics of demand and competition, Redevco says
maintaining good relationships with tenants and asset
management are among the fundamental requirements for
lifting asset values.
One recent acquisition that demonstrates these stock
selection principles was in the UK, where Redevco acquired
the predominantly food and beverage commercial units of
the new mixed-use One Tower Bridge development from the
Berkeley Group for €78 million. The property is topped by
super-prime residential apartments and faces the London
UNESCO landmark that spans the River Thames.
One Tower Bridge comprises 7,720 sq m of retail, restaurant
and cultural space, with 11 F&B and two retail units, as well as
the Bridge Theatre – the largest commercial theatre built in
London in 80 years.

MARKET FORCES

Another example is Mercado San Miguel, a renowned
covered gastronomic market in Madrid acquired for €70
million in 2017 by Redevco Iberian Ventures, a joint venture
between Redevco and funds managed by Ares Management.
The food market at San Miguel Plaza in the heart of the
historic centre of Madrid, is one of the city’s major attractions
and is a designated heritage-protected building in Spain.
The joint venture focused its asset management efforts on
attracting new tenants, including Michelin-starred chefs and
well-known brands, and refurbishment.
Relaunched in October 2018 the 1,764 sq m market, divided
into 30 high-end grocery and delicatessen stalls and 13 stalls
containing restaurants, is one of Madrid’s top tourist
destinations, attracting more than 8 million visitors a year.
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Asset management and maintaining and maximising returns
from a property may also require more proactive and
substantial redevelopment and reconfiguration to ensure
that assets remain at the peak of retail fitness. An example is
the former C&A department store in Utrecht, in the
Netherlands, which was redeveloped and, in the process, the
building’s elegant facade was restored to its original state.
Redevco Netherlands transformed the 3,800 sq m, threestorey building on the corner of Vredenburg and SintJacobsstraat in Utrecht. Managing director of Redevco
Netherlands, Kristof Restiau, explains: “During the
redevelopment, the facade was restored to its original state
with a transparent, double-height, shop front and a
remarkable canopy. In line with Redevco’s sustainability
principles, various energy-saving solutions have also been
installed in the building.”
The former department store had been developed
specifically for C&A. The original building was completed in
1939 and was expanded in the 1960s. During this expansion,
the facade on Vredenburg was modernised and adjusted.
When C&A left the building in 2017 to move to the Hoog
Catharijne shopping centre at Utrecht central station,
Rijnboutt architects were asked to design a solution that
was true to the original historical facade. Work began in
January 2019 and on 16 October this year French retail
chain Decathlon opened the doors on this, their second
store in Utrecht.
In Eindhoven, also in the Netherlands, Redevco redeveloped
a 9,000 sq m retail building into a modern shopping centre
which houses multiple tenants.
Redevco used the renovation of the old department store
as an opportunity to implement sustainability measures
and is aiming for a BREEAM Excellent certification.
Sustainability measures undertaken include the installation
of solar panels, greenery on the roof and facade, and
energy-efficient escalators and elevators. n
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Redevco

Clockwise from top left: One
Tower Bridge in London, which
Redevco recently acquired for
€78m; A revamped department
store in Eindhoven; Mercado
San Miguel, Madrid, relaunched
in 2018 after attracting new
tenants and Michelin-starred
chefs; The restored facade at
the former C&A store in Utrecht,
now occupied by Decathlon
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Vegan Butcher

TRENDS + BRANDS

A meat-free
success story
A completely plant-based butcher’s shop that opened in trendy Islington
has proved to be an instant hit with locals and online. Nicol Dynes reports.
In time, Rudy’s Vegan Butcher will become a textbook case
of how to be a successful retailer in difficult times. It has
ticked all the boxes and followed every rule: give people
what they want; choose the right location; make the product
fun, interesting and Instagrammable; have a shop but also a
good online service; turn the opening into an event so that
social media amplifies the buzz and customers queue up.
That’s what happened when Matthew Foster and Ruth ‘Rudy’
Mumma, partners in life and business, opened London’s first
vegan shop. They chose 1 November, World Vegan Day, to get
the most attention from their target customers. On the day,
queues snaked down the street before the shop had even
opened and everything in the store sold out within a few
hours. The website promised free ‘baycon’ to every online
customer on opening day: 100 sales were made in the first 10
minutes and everything was sold out within hours.
They had chosen the right location, in Upper Street in trendy
Islington, and had caught people’s attention by making the
store look and sound like a traditional butcher’s shop, but
without the meat. The products on sale are all plant-based,
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but deliberately made to sound, look and taste like muchloved staples of carnivores.
You can buy pulled pork and ‘soysage’, meatballs and
‘chick’n’lover’ paté, ribs and burgers. The charcuterie selection
includes vegan smoked ham, salami de Provence, pepperoni
and pastrami. You can even buy a turkey roll for Christmas
and stock up on all the ingredients for an English breakfast,
with plant-based versions of bacon and eggs, sausage and
black pudding.

PLANT-BASED DIET

Foster trained as a chef but did not turn vegan until later
in his career. Killing animals and eating meat “just didn’t
seem right anymore”, he says. “We can survive and thrive
far better on a plant-based diet.” Everything in the shop is
made from seitan (made from vital wheat gluten), soya and
other plants.
“People understand what it is we’re selling,” adds Foster. “It’s
all designed to emulate meat. It tastes like meat and it’s got
meat-like texture.”
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Vegan Butcher

Most of all, Rudy’s Vegan Butcher gives people what they
wanted: vegan food. Demand is soaring in Britain. Only 1%
of the population is fully-fledged vegan, but many more are
aiming to cut out animal products for health, environmental
or ethical reasons. Dubbed ‘flexitarians’ they crave variety of
choice, innovation and fun in their food.
Sales of plant-based food rose by 40% between 2014 and 2019
to more than £816m, according to Mintel research data, and
they are expected to grow to more than £1.1bn by 2024. In
2019, almost a quarter of all new UK food product launches
were labelled as vegan, a 128% rise in new vegan trademarks.
Foster and Mumma were not new to the game: in 2018 the
couple had opened Rudy’s Dirty Diner, an American-style
vegan fast-food restaurant in Camden Market that has made
a success of selling what Foster describes as “veganised
versions of classic American junk food”, such as vegan giant
hot dogs, plant-based burgers with fries and non-dairy
milkshakes. Long before lockdown, they had started selling
DIY kits delivered to people’s homes so they could make their
vegan fast food meals in their kitchen. n
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‘‘

People understand what it is
we’re selling. It’s all designed to
emulate meat. It tastes like meat
and it’s got meat-like texture.
Matthew Foster, Rudy’s
Vegan Butcher
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Creating the
new retail
TRENDS + BRANDS

Japanese retailer Asari is ready bring its unique shopping experience to new
countries with a master-franchise model. Paul Strohm reports.
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While circumstances are forcing retail towards the internet
it is unusual to hear of a brand that is so adamant that a
physical presence is necessary that it would cap its online
activities with that in mind and to support the malls that
have helped it through the recent crisis. Japanese brand Asari
has taken that stance and is heading for Europe with its
unusual blend of F&B and own-label products.
Asari was only founded in 2016 and initially made its name
producing graphic T-shirts. But the brand rapidly grew into a
lifestyle retail concept whose range includes home
appliances, electronics, cosmetics, gifts, stationery, sports
and streetwear. The brand’s hallmark is simple: basic and
necessary products that are stylish and have unique touches.
The concept has been further developed over the last few
months and now combines Asari stores featuring Japanese

lifestyle products, fashion, beauty, stationery, kitchenware,
homeware, alongside a coffee shop selling pastries, healthy
food and juices and book stores where Manga books feature
prominently among the titles on display. Recently introduced
new features include a “gourmet wall” with products from
Japan, and in some countries the Mediterranean. Asari
outlets also include a printer to encourage people to work or
study while they are there.
Another innovation used in some markets to encourage
loyalty is the option of membership to Genki Me – translated
as “healthy me” – which provides access to a nutritionist
who can guide customers on what is needed to achieve
better health, lose or gain weight, and Asari shops will fulfil
the prescription.
Asari is now growing internationally, but has veered away
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Asari

from the direct franchise
model of expansion in
favour of joint venture
partnerships with local investors
or partners. Asari invests between
30% and 50% of the capital,
minimising the partner’s risk, and the
joint ventures then act as ‘master’
franchises that can open stores or create
sub-franchises.
“We just closed a joint venture with a UAE company that
owns the rights for the MENA market and we are seeking
new partners in Europe and the USA,” says Asari business
development associate Abe Ikuro.

RETAIL PARTNERS

Ikuro explains that the company is looking for retail
partners interested in a store-within-a-store concept
where Asari invests 50%.
“The partnership between us and the retailer is a
mutually beneficial one that helps both parties increase
revenue and grow their market,” he explains. “Shoppers
enjoy the store-within-a-store model because it
maximises convenience, encourages variety, and creates
a new shopping experience.”

Asari stores sell a variety
of lifestyle products,
including homewares
and candles, while book
shops and cafes (far left)
offer something different

Asari recently closed two such contracts in Hong Kong with
Taiwanese bookstore chain Eslite and is in negotiation with
potential partners in China, Indonesia, Sweden and
Germany.
Asari has also created a wholesale channel to enable
multi-brand retailers to buy its products to sell at stores or
on their own online channel.
But for markets in countries which are returning to normal
after the Covid-19 pandemic Asari has, unusually, stopped
selling online because it wants customers to visit its stores.
The company says it wants to help its mall partners that
have supported Asari through the recent tough times. n
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A new association
for a new world
INSIGHT

The European Council of Shopping Places has launched to fill the void left
by the ICSC. Peter Wilhelm and Joost Koomen tell Paul Strohm why
a pan-European retail organisation is needed more than ever

When the International Council of Shopping Centres (ICSC)
ceased its European activities in autumn 2019, Peter Wilhelm,
who had been elected chairman of ICSC Europe in April 2018,
thought that a replacement organisation was needed.
Subsequent events have given that requirement an even
greater imperative. “There was a requirement for a panEuropean organisation, especially in such challenging times,”
Wilhelm told Living Retail’s parent company Real Asset Media.
Extensive discussion took place among the stakeholders of
Europe’s retail property sector, which revealed widespread
support for the idea and the European Council of Shopping
Places (ECSP) began to take shape. The organisation was
officially launched in October but, in reality, has operated for
about eight months.
Wilhelm, who heads Belgium-based firm Wilhelm & Co, a
specialist in retail-led, mixed-use urban development, says
the aim was to create an organisation that was truly
representative of the retail property industry with members
including large REITs, developers and the national shopping
centre councils which, in turn, tend to represent mediumsized players.

NATIONAL MEMBERS

ECSP had 15 members at launch with founding members
including ECE, SES Spar European Shopping Centers, Sonae
Sierra, Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield, Wilhelm & Co, as well as
the Italian Council of Shopping Centres (CNCC Italia). Several
other national councils of shopping centres/places have now
joined, including those of Austria, Belgium and Luxembourg,
France, Germany and Portugal.
The new organisation’s strategy has several strands. ECSP was
conceived as a trade organisation rather than an event
organiser, and one of its primary roles is advocacy for the
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industry. “Members agreed it is more necessary than ever to
have a voice heard at the EU and similar places,” says Wilhelm.
Part of the ECSP’s stated mission, therefore, is to provide, “a
European voice for an industry that designs, creates, funds,
develops, builds and manages places anchored by retail
across Europe”.
“Our associations are committed to a national dialogue but
also to a European one,” said Gontran Thuring, chief executive
of the French CNCC (Conseil National des Centres
Commerciaux) a founder member of ECSP. “We must have a
public profile that transcends one single market, that brings
collective value in terms of our concerns, expertise and future
aspirations. Working alongside our colleagues in other
markets we are better able to understand and share best
practice, new innovations and trends, to influence emerging
policy and to access the financial aid and support that is now
being made available.”
The need for a unified voice has clearly been underlined by
the Covid-19 pandemic and the subsequent acceleration of
the online incursion into the sales turnover of physical shops
and increasingly downbeat attitudes to bricks-and-mortar
retailing: Wilhelm believes there has been a lot of misplaced
“retail bashing” of late.
“There has been a lot of negative commentary about the
retail sector. It is evident that there is a great evolution and
you have to jump on the bandwagon to agree that the
business model is changing or you suffer seriously,” he says.
He adds that a lot of the negative sentiment is wildly
overstated and that listed companies and REITs have been
unfairly punished. “If you see the figures, they were of course
bad for two months and then they improved. They have
declined again, but nothing like the fall in value of REITs,
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‘‘

ECSP

It is evident that there is a great
evolution and you have to jump
on the bandwagon to agree that
the [retail] business model is
changing or you suffer seriously.
Peter Wilhelm, ECSP

some of which have lost 80% of their value. But no one has
lost or postponed the collection (which is often the case) of
80% their rents, maybe 15 to 25% on an annual basis.
Ridiculous!” concludes a clearly frustrated Wilhelm.
And he believes many of the positive retail metrics are being
overlooked by those outside the industry: retail in Europe
employs more than 6.3 million people; it generates an
annual turnover of €750 billion; and it represents almost 160
million sq m of floorspace. “A lot of people don’t realise how
important retailing is to the economy,” he adds.
There are also social benefits that can easily be forgotten, as
ECSP’s secretary general Joost Koomen points out: “Retailing
provides an important lifeline for communities.”

LEVEL PLAYING FIELD

ECSP is not trying to turn back the online tide. As Wilhelm
points out, online and offline retailing used to be done by
different people, “now any dynamic retailer has an online and
offline presence”.
But one thing the organisation is asking for is a more equal
tax treatment by governments. What the organisation
objects to, says Wilhelm, is the fact that very large pure-play
online operators are not subject to the same tax regimes as
smaller omnichannel players, “which is something that the
authorities need to address”, he says.
Koomen elaborates: “Obviously, retailing enables people
to obtain the things that they need. This is role of
e-commerce too. So what is really important is that there
is a level playing field between bricks-and-mortar retailing
and e-commerce.”
Despite bricks-and-mortar’s evident sensitivity to the
penetration of online retailing, Wilhelm still firmly believes in
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ECSP

‘‘

What is really important
is that there is a level
playing field between
bricks-and-mortar retailing
and e-commerce.

INSIGHT

Joost Koomen, ECSP

its power as an anchor. “We are social animals, we need to
meet people and there are now a lot of opportunities for
those who play the counter cycle,” he says.
By including retail in a mixed-use project, huge footfalls can
be generated, he explains. He contrasts revered tourist
attraction, the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, which attracts
an impressive 1.3 million visitors a year, to regional malls
that can bring in eight to 50 million visitors a year. Such a
level of footfall increases the value of other real estate in
the vicinity, such as residential, he adds: “People will want to
live there, it is a virtual circle in which everyone is a winner.”
Another role of ECSP is to provide its diverse membership
with a platform that enables all players in the industry to
meet, discuss and agree global positions on areas such as

The ECSP provides a European voice for an industry
that designs, creates, funds, develops, builds and
manages places anchored by retail across Europe. This
industry employs more than 6.3 million people,
generates an annual turnover of €750 billion and
represents almost 160 million sq m of floorspace. ECSP
membership will comprise companies and national
associations and will act as a go-to platform and
information hub to support the interests of its
members and the communities they serve.
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sustainability, research, public policy, security and property
management, and future trends. A number of working
groups have been established to focus on making the
realisation of these goals more manageable.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

Understandably, the problems created by the pandemic are
high on ECSP’s list of current preoccupations. The crisis has
hit the sector particularly hard, with the closure of hundreds
of thousands of shops, stores, bars and restaurants. “We
already know what a disaster it is for the retail industry. We
didn’t need it but we have to live with it,” says Wilhelm.
“The priority for our members so far this year has been to
protect their teams and to work with their tenants during
these very difficult times. However, as the pandemic has
endured, the need for us to address the most pressing and
imminent challenges currently being faced by our sector has
become ever more acute,” says Koomen, adding that ECSP
will work with its members, national associations, the
European institutions, national governments and local
authorities to promote and protect the sector.
If there are positive conclusions to be drawn from the
pandemic and reactions to it, one might be that public
responses to lockdowns imposed to resist the spread of
coronavirus have revealed the extent to which people miss
face-to-face interaction. That is something that gives Peter
Wilhelm cause for hope and underlines the purpose of ECSP.
“Our members are a catalyst for sustainable urban
regeneration and represent an important civic function in
virtually every European community,” he says. n
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Enter curious,
leave different

A new concept in the US offers a mix of F&B, entertainment, tech and art

Located minutes from the Las Vegas
Strip, AREA15 opened in September
2020 as “the world’s first purposebuilt experiential entertainment
complex”. It offers “live events,
immersive activations, monumental
art installations, extraordinary design
elements, unique retail, groundbreaking technology, bars and eateries”.

art, retail and entertainment attractions
are designed to appeal to locals and
tourists of all ages.

A collaborative venture between
real estate development firm Fisher
Brothers and creative agency Beneville
Studios, both of New York, AREA15’s

“AREA15 blast open its doors
introducing the world to something
truly disruptive and extraordinary – an
immersive entertainment company, a
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Attractions include Emporium,
Oddwood, Dueling Axes, Lost Spirits
Distillery, Wink World, The Beast Food
Hall by Todd English and its anchor
experience, Meow Wolf Las Vegas.

platform of innovation, creation and
wonder,” says CEO, Winston Fisher.
l Winston Fisher
(right) joins Living
Retail as part of
the Official MAPIC
Programme for a
live discussion
asking the
question: Is now
the best time ever to invest in
mixed-use projects? at 16.30 on
17 November

TRENDS + BRANDS

Area 15
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Like all countries Portugal’s retail sector has been hit by the pandemic.
But it is emerging with new strategies and confidence, reports Nicol Dynes

Portugal draws
roadmap to
retail survival
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Portugal

A SURVIVAL GUIDE
FOR RETAIL
Physical stores

• Store space will be rethought taking into account
the lessons that Covid-19 will leave
• Rethink store purpose, design and flow
• Improve shopping efficiency
• Transformation of physical stores into showrooms
• Self-service solutions
• Pick-up hubs
• Increase of convenience retail

Omnichannel strategies

• Different channels of interaction with customers
• E-commerce apps
• Physical stores
• Enhancing the shopping experience in more than
one channel

Sharing the pains and the gains

• Landlords have had rental payments held back
• Tenants seeking to renegotiate their leases
• Leases terms flexibility
• Turnover rents
• Shorter leasing periods
• Collaboration in omnichannel strategies

There have been winners and losers in the Portuguese
retail sector, delegates heard at the Lisbon REinvestment
Talks, an online event on the REALX.Global platform in
collaboration with Iberian Property.
“The retail market has been the worst hit by the pandemic
but it hasn’t all been doom and gloom,” said Eric van Leuven,
managing partner, Portugal, at Cushman & Wakefield. “It is
difficult to get transparent, reliable data so we use our own,
which shows that take-up in 2020 has been one third of 2019
and 75% of new leases have been in the high street, 64% of
which is F&B.”

‘‘

Physical stores are becoming
showrooms and the lines between
physical and digital retail are
becoming increasingly blurred
Paulo Silva, Savills

As in the rest of Europe, many people in Portugal discovered
the joys of shopping online during lockdown. But
e-commerce is not well established and there is a long way
to go. “The percentage of Portuguese who buy online is
37%, very far from the European average of 60%,” said Paulo
Silva, managing director, Portugal, at Savills. “There is a great
growth potential.”
Around 80% of Portuguese consumers regularly access
the internet, and 44% of those buy online, which is 37% of
the population. Online purchases have increased by 18%
this year, with some sectors doing particularly well: food
shopping shot up by 40%, furniture sales by 39% and beauty
and cosmetics by 28%.
“Physical stores are becoming showrooms and the lines
between physical and digital retail are becoming increasingly
blurred,” added Silva. “The growth of omnichannel shows
that it’s not either physical or digital, it has to be a mix.
Even Amazon has physical outlets now.”

RETHINKING RETAIL

Fashion sales have fallen by 60% this year, he said, but
other sectors, such as sports and electronics, have done
well. Pharmacies are up 45%, and local minimarkets and
convenience stores are up 36%, in line with the Europe-wide
trend of shopping near home.

Looking ahead, Silva presented a ‘Survival Guide for Retail’
(see above). Physical stores will have to be rethought, taking
into account the lessons learnt during the pandemic. The
goal will be improving shopping efficiency, providing more
self-service solutions and pick-up hubs and rethinking not
just the design and flow of the store but also its purpose, as it
will become more of a showroom.

“Shops were closed for two-and-a-half months earlier this
year so the damage was done,” said van Leuven. “When they
opened again customers did not flood back.”

Retailers will also need to develop their omnichannel
strategies, providing different channels of interaction
with the customer and seeking to enhance the shopping
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‘‘
Portugal

Shopping centres are definite losers now, but
looking ahead they need to become meeting places,
community centres, that will not just have shops and
F&B but also health centres and co-working.
Francisco Horta e Costa, CBRE

experience for customers in different ways and using more
than one channel.
Everyone has been hit by the pandemic to some extent,
so there has to be a sharing of the pains as well as the
gains, Silva said: “Landlords have had rent payments held
back, tenants are seeking to renegotiate their leases. In
future there will have to be lease terms flexibility and
shorter leasing periods, as well as collaboration to optimise
omnichannel strategies.”

OMNICHANNEL OPERATIONS

Real estate strategies are central to successful omnichannel
operations and understanding these strategies will help
real estate investors capitalise on the growth and changes in
the sector.

INSIGHT

Supermarkets in general have done well and so have retail
parks because “they are outside so people feel safer spending
time there rather than in an enclosed shopping centre”, said
Francisco Horta e Costa, managing partner Portugal, at CBRE.

For shopping centres to thrive confidence needs to return
to the market, but they also need to be rethought and
transformed, said Horta e Costa: “They are definite losers
now, but looking ahead they need to become meeting
places, community centres, that will not just have shops and
F&B but also health centres and co-working and so on.”
Some opportunistic investors are already looking for bargains
in the sector. “We see funds looking at buying shopping
centres experiencing difficulties, circling around to grab them
on the cheap,” José Araujo, manager real estate, at Portugal’s
largest private bank Millennium BCP. “But there is a strong
concerted resistance to lowering prices. We believe there are
still some very good opportunities in Portuguese retail.” n

Lines between physical retail become increasingly blurred
High street shopping
centre, factory outlet
centre, retail warehouse
Browse
in shop
and buy
online

Browse
online
and buy
in store

Consumer

Online
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Shopping centres have suffered and have not been helped by
new rules. “There has been a moratorium on rental payments
and the imposition of turnover only rent in shopping centres
instead of fixed rent,” van Leuven said. “It was a controversial
blanket measure imposed in July, which we regard as very
unfair and hope it will be repealed soon.”

Click and
collect

Regional
distribution
centre

National
distribution
centre

Real estate strategies are central to successful
omnichannel and understanding these strategies
will help real estate investors capitalise on the
growth and changes in the sector.
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STRATEGY

Village people
Brixton Village in south London has defied the pandemic. Hondo
Enterprise’s Taylor McWilliams tells Nicol Dynes its survival is based
on being local community based
In these challenging times for retail, the key to success is
being local, independent and rooted in the community. This
is a belief that Taylor McWilliams, managing partner of Hondo
Enterprises, has held for a long time and it has been proven
right in this year of pandemic and lockdowns.
Brixton Village and Market Row, a 100-year-old market with
covered arcades in the heart of Brixton in London, owned
by Hondo Enterprises, has thrived this year. The 150 small
independent businesses in this cultural and community hub
never closed and continue to do well because they are local.
“Community is the key to our success,” McWilliams tells Living
Retail. “Even though it’s relatively well-known, Brixton Village
isn’t like Camden Market or Borough Market, famous places
that rely upon tourist footfall. This is a local place served by
locals for locals. We take a lot of care to make sure the tenant
mix is right that way and at all times we’ve got the local
population in mind, which has served us especially well in
this pandemic.”
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Brixton Village was able to react to and deal with the
restrictions because it has a lot of F&B businesses as
well as essential retailers like butchers, fishmongers and
greengrocers which were able to stay open throughout.
“We were able to learn a lot of lessons about how to operate
a business with social distancing and an anti-bacterial
product called Bioprotect, making sure we gave customers
the confidence to come back into the public arena,” says
McWilliams.

LOCAL AND INDEPENDENT

But what made the business model resilient was first and
foremost being local and independent, he adds: “We weren’t
relying on tourists or office workers and the local community
continued to come to the stores, probably even more than
before because they were working from home. People are
shopping closer to home now and they care more about
where the goods come from’.
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Brixton Village

‘‘

We take a lot of care to support new brands
with what they need, from help with their tax
return to sourcing fresh ingredients.
Taylor McWilliams, Hondo Enterprises

Local heroes
HONEST BURGERS
Two university friends started Honest
Burgers in 2011 in Brixton market in a
tiny place with 10 tables. The concept
was simple: making top-quality
burgers and chips, keeping it
simple and being nice to staff and
customers.
The place soon became
popular and queues started to
form every night. The brand
soon expanded, becoming a chain with 43 restaurants,
mainly in London, 750 staff and a turnover of over £30m.
They have stuck to the original concept of simple high-quality
British meat and potatoes, but have since added a plant
burger with vegan bacon.

FRANCO MANCA
Franco’s Pizzeria opened in Brixton’s covered market in 1986.
When the founder wanted to retire in 2008, he asked his friend
Giuseppe Mascoli to take it over. He renamed the restaurant
Franco Manca, which in Italian means Franco is missing, in
homage to his friend.

Successful chains such as Franco Manca and Honest Burgers
started in Brixton Village, which was their launch pad. “We’re
always trying to find the next big thing,” says McWilliams.
“We take a lot of care to support new brands with what
they need, from help with their tax return to sourcing fresh
ingredients. We try to create a really nurturing environment
to create the next Franco Manca or Honest Burgers.”
McWilliams now has a new project: Hondo Tower, a 20-storey
office tower in the heart of Brixton, that in early November
received planning approval from Lambeth Council because it
will bring jobs and money to the local economy.

OFFICE NEED

“Brixton desperately lacks office space,” he explains. “There
are less than 100 unused desks in the area, so not enough
room even for a small enterprise to set up. We want to meet
that need, as well as complement our existing traders,
driving footfall. They’ll have a captive audience, from coffee
in the morning to lunch breaks to drinks and a meal after
work, while office workers will benefit from that vibe and
buzz of an amazing amenity on their doorstep.”
There has been considerable opposition to the project,
which some locals say will be an eyesore in a low-built area
and will exacerbate the gentrification of Brixton. Hondo
believes it will deliver 2,000 jobs and £2.8m a year to the
local economy.
“We fully appreciate this has been seen as divisive by
some, so we commit to redoubling our efforts to work in
partnership with the local community to ensure that our
scheme delivers benefits for them,” says McWilliams. n
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Giuseppe, who is
from Naples, put
in a new oven,
adopted slow-rising
sourdough and
created a simple
menu with a few
quality ingredients
imported from Italy.
Word spread rapidly and every day there were queues around
the block. Now Franco Manca has around 50 restaurants in
London and all over the UK.

NEW BRANDS
Hondo’s Brixton Kitchen initiative aims to find the next success
story. It is a contest open to local aspiring chefs, with celebrity
judges deciding the winners in the professional and amateur
category. The winners get a six-month residency to test out
the concept to see if it works: the prize includes their own
kitchen and no expenses, rent or rates to pay.
The first winner was ‘Budgie’ Montoya,
whose Filipino restaurant Sarap got
brilliant reviews and now he has
a real lease on a restaurant.
The winner in the amateur
category was Adejoké
Bakare, who after a successful
residency has opened Chishuru
(menu item pictured), her
own West African restaurant
in Brixton Village.
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Technology

Digitisation gives
business the edge
in the new normal
TRENDS + BRANDS

As the retail world now faces a far more challenging environment than
it did at the start of 2020, technology and digitisation have emerged as
essential to future strategies. Lauren Grieco reports
At the start of this year, the real estate industry could not
have imagined the monumental shift that was about to
disrupt daily operations. Overnight, people could not set foot
outside their homes rendering offices, shops, restaurants and
most public spaces around the world unused for the first time
in recent memory. Conventional investment and business
models became obsolete, along with paper communication
and in-person meetings. Every type of destination where
people usually came together to socialise had to adjust to a
new normal.
What is more, as we approach the end of the year, another
wave is mounting. Many companies are experiencing déjà vu
while those who have made bold changes by implementing
digitisation strategies are reaping the benefits.
Digitisation can increase an organisation’s resilience to crises.
While the mainstream expectation of digitisation strategies
is an increase in a company’s productivity, this is not the
only reason to move towards digital. The Covid-19 pandemic
has been, first and foremost, a challenge in maintaining
productivity. If a company can keep its operations impervious
to the unexpected, then it can take the next step and
consider measures which encourage sustainability no matter
what future challenge it faces.
Throughout 2020, digital communication has proved to be

indispensable to property managers in sharing information
and collaborating with tenants. They could rapidly update
occupiers of new measures, even as those measures evolved
continuously. Once destinations were able to open their
doors again, interactions between tenants and consumers
had to be carefully managed to comply with health and
safety regulations. A property’s ability to achieve operational
excellence between its occupiers and services is intertwined
with the efficiency of its communication strategy and ability
to build strong relationships with these stakeholders.

INTERACTION WITH CONSUMERS

More than ever, an owner and operator must achieve
a higher level of collaboration with tenants to provide
uninterrupted service and deliver a safe shopping
environment in combination with the experience its
destination’s customers expect. As Marrit Laning, managing
director fund management at Redevco and chair of the
NRW (Dutch Council of Shopping Centres) explains during
a webinar, available on-demand at Mapic Digital hosted by
Chainels as Global Partner: “The traditional metrics that we
would judge retail on are probably going to change a lot. It’s
no longer about sales but about true interaction with your
consumers and the impact that is having.”
Seamless and direct communication with all stakeholders
may sound like a time-consuming task but proptech

We need to use tools to learn about the true value of these
square metres, about the interaction that’s taking place in
those places and what it means to the consumer.
Marrit Laning, Redevco
36
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Chainels

company Chainels has simplified things with its tenant
app. By accessing a single portal, centre managers can
create a transparent dialogue with tenants, both informing
and receiving feedback on diverse topics organised into
workflows. Property managers can connect with all tenants,
check statistics to know exactly who is reading messages
and send reminders to individuals or organisations who
are not. Making sure a message reaches all tenants is
important because on average, 30% of them are uninformed
of important information resulting in both low tenant
engagement and satisfaction.
The Chainels team has been involved in a wide range of
assets, from cities (BIDs) to mixed-use destinations and
shopping centres. From properties in major urban areas such
as London and Amsterdam to other schemes in European
cities such as Warsaw, and Prague as well as in Latin America,
Chainels has helped owners and operators cope with the
unique challenges they are facing. It should come as no
surprise that the company has experienced a 300% increase
in engagement since March.

STREAMLINING PROCESSES

The Chainels app is about
more than communications,
though, it is about
interaction. With diverse
workflows, property managers
get feedback through surveys,
receive maintenance requests
through ticketing as well as
reporting store turnover and
safety and security services.
These modules make a difference
in streamlining formerly time
intensive processes, for example
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gathering store turnover and performance KPIs can cause a
loss of an average of 96 hours while one maintenance issue
can require up to seven follow up emails and phone calls
until it is resolved.
Recent additions to the tenant app – two modules in
particular – have been especially useful in tackling the
challenges exacerbated by the pandemic: video conferencing
to stay in close contact with colleagues; and footfall data
to inform about an area’s recovery performance. “We need
to use tools to learn about the true value of these square
metres, about the interaction that’s taking place in those
places and what it means to the consumer and then you
can relate it back to the retailer and their business model,”
explains Laning.

Chainels’
app (below
left) can help
property
managers
maintain
dialogue with
retail tenants

The hardest part of going digital is actually setting it up.
Onboarding is a key part of the process for Chainels, ensuring
that tenants know how to use the app from day one.
According to Anna Dafna, deputy chief executive officer/chief
financial officer of Atrium Poland Real Estate Management:
“Chainels enables us easier and faster communication
with our tenants and gives tenants space to share their
feedback. Our tenants enthusiastically welcomed the
app – within a month almost all the tenants activated
their accounts and the majority of them still remain
active users.“ Then landlords enjoy the ease of
engaging a tenant community in one platform. n
Get started at chainels.com to take charge of the
new normal.
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Research

‘The customer
is king, now
more than ever’
INSIGHT

PwC’s annual consumer insights report highlights how the retail sector
and shopping habits have undergone seismic changes since the onset of
the pandemic. Nicol Dynes reports
The customer is king: that age-old business mantra has
been given new relevance and meaning this year, as the
rapid changes brought about by the pandemic have
put the consumer at the centre of everything.
To remain relevant and successful, retailers will
have to understand and provide what
customers now want.
This is what emerges from PwC’s 11th annual
Global Consumer Insights Survey, The
consumer transformed, published earlier this
month. The report focuses on urban dwellers
because the concentration of billions of people
in cities has “created a new era of global
consumption”, says PwC.
Not only are cities “vibrant centres of education and
innovation, seedbeds and green houses for new ideas”, they
are also where economic activity happens. As the World Bank
notes, 80% of global GDP is generated in cities, so it is crucial
for businesses to understand the behaviour of city consumers.
Interestingly, PwC polled city dwellers on their shopping
behaviour both before and after the pandemic, to pinpoint
and track any changes in attitude and habits with a particular
focus on Europe, China and the Middle East.

CONSUMERS SPENDING LESS

One immediate change that Covid-19 and its economic
impact has brought about is a tightening of the purse strings.
Consumers are spending less in all non-food categories: 51%
less on clothing and footwear, 46% less on sports equipment
and outdoor activities, 41% less on restaurant food, including
take-out and delivery, 36% less on office equipment and 35%
less on beauty products.
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Since the outbreak, people have been spending the most on
groceries, in-place entertainment and home projects. They
are also making fewer trips to supermarkets or grocery stores,
favouring bigger but less frequent shopping trips.
They are spending less on non-food items and
buying online.
The pandemic has drastically changed
people’s outlook: before the outbreak
consumer confidence was sky-high, with 46%
of respondents expecting to spend more over
the next 12 months. After the outbreak, 40% of
global consumers reported a fall in income due
to job loss or redundancy and 41% said their
household bills had increased.
The percentage of people who said they would spend more
fell by 10%, while the number of people who plan to spend
less almost doubled to 36%. Spain, the UK and Italy are the
countries with the biggest numbers of consumers facing
difficulties, while the Middle East, China and France have the
most resilient shoppers who plan to spend more.
There are signs that consumer confidence is returning in
places where the pandemic is being handled most efficiently,
or the perception is that the worst is over. “Our own Covid-19
consumer study shows that the spending outlook is more
positive in countries where isolation measures are being
lifted, such as China and the Middle East,” states the report.

HOW COMPANIES SHOULD REACT

In most countries, though, businesses should expect market
volatility and price sensitivity, as customers’ buying habits
will be changeable and price and value will become
paramount considerations.
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How household spending changed as a result of Covid-19
To address these issues,
companies should
understand what
shoppers really value to
determine the minimum
viable basket, the ‘anchor’
products or services that must be available at all times
and prioritised through the supply chain. They should
then focus assortments and promotions on this core
basket, as well as ensure that the supply chain has
been recalibrated to maintain delivery of products for
this core basket.
Businesses should also make an effort to understand how
customers’ priorities are changing to put more weight on
price and value, and use this opportunity to re-evaluate
their relationship with their customers, also considering
new pricing strategies and loyalty programmes in the
digital ecosystem to drive and maintain customer
engagement.
Safety and accessibility are also crucial, as companies
must ensure that consumers feel confident enough to
return to a semblance of normal physical interaction with
retailers, hotels and other consumer-facing
businesses. Confidence in the brand,
safety and cleanliness come out as
the top considerations for
customers.
The survey carried out after the
pandemic hit shows that safety,
security and healthcare have
become as important as
employment prospects in the list of
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How people’s use of mobile shopping after Covid-19
outbreak changed
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The pandemic has not
only accelerated the
shift to online shopping,
it has also encouraged
experimentation, prompting
consumers to explore
different ways to access
products and services.

INSIGHT

reasons for choosing a city, while before the outbreak they
lagged well behind the opportunity of finding a job.
Safety is also the reason people spend more time at home,
which explains why the only increases in non-food spending
are for home entertainment and media, DIY, home
improvement and gardening.
The implication is that “companies with the technology and
imagination to design great experiences in the home or close
to home will have a huge advantage, at least in the short
term”. As time goes by, however, there will be more
opportunities for blended physical and virtual experiences.
The modern retail mixed-use retail environment is efficient,
serving as a lifestyle destination encompassing green spaces,

Changes to consumer behaviour since before and after
Covid-19 outbreak

74% work at home at least some of the time
59% have increased use of video chat apps
49% are open to sharing their data if it helps improve their city
45% avoid the use of plastic whenever possible
44% of millennials have an Amazon Prime membership
36% are spending more on entertainment and media since Covid-19 began
35% are buying groceries online/by phone since Covid-19 began
0
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shops, restaurants, health and fitness, entertainment centres
and fitness facilities, intertwined with transportation grids
and higher-density urban residential and work communities.
This “localised, contained and safe ecosystem which can knit
the community fabric closer together will be in high
demand,” Ghaith Shocair, former CEO of Majid AL Futtaim
Shopping Malls, a leading mall developer headquartered in
Dubai, told PwC.

MOBILE SHOPPING ACCELERATING

The other clear trend that emerges from the study is that
when consumers do decide to spend their money, they do so
on mobile platforms. The pandemic has not only accelerated
the shift to online shopping, it has also encouraged
experimentation, prompting consumers to explore different
ways to access products and services.
Before the pandemic, mobile shopping was comparable to
other forms of online shopping but since then it has grown in
popularity. The 50% decline in in-store shopping is mirrored
by the 45% increase in shopping online using a mobile
phone, the 41% rise in online shopping via computer and the
33% increase in online shopping using a tablet.
Covid-19 has “greased the digital runway” and highlighted
the ease, portability and immediacy of mobile shopping. A
massive 93% of respondents say they are likely to maintain
their current increased use of mobile phones for shopping
after the health emergency is over, so it is not a passing fad.
More consumers have even turned to buying groceries
online. “Buying fresh produce online, which was
unfathomable to many a few months ago, has become the
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new normal,” says the report. Two-thirds of consumers are
now doing their grocery shopping online and significantly,
86% of respondents said they will continue to do so after
social distancing measures have been removed.
However, it would be premature to write off physical stores,
an experience that consumers continue to value, especially in
Germany, France and the Netherlands. The report emphasises
that “the overarching trend will be towards an omnichannel
experience, with consumer-facing companies needing to
seamlessly integrate their offline and online experiences”.

A CLEAR CONVERGENCE OF THEMES

The billion dollar question is whether the changes of the last
few months, from remote working to online shopping, will
become permanent or whether consumers will return to old
habits once the health crisis is over.
Understanding which changes are transient and which
permanent puts companies in a position to navigate
disruption. Some trends are likely to become fixtures, like
more working from home, an increased use of video chat
apps, an openness to sharing data and an increased
awareness of environmental issues, reducing waste and
avoiding the use of plastic whenever possible. The seismic
shift towards self-care, more attention to fitness and mental
and physical health, will also not be reversed.

The level of scrutiny has increased: consumers hold
companies accountable for their actions and can be harsh
judges, but they also will also reward with loyalty companies
that meet or exceed their expectations.
PwC research points to an increased desire for transparency,
sustainability, cleanliness, community living and social
consciousness. The road ahead is clear, says the report: “In
our 11 years of surveying consumers around the globe, we
have never documented such a clear convergence of themes.”
All consumer-facing companies must establish trust with
the consumer. “Our insight suggests that the pace of change
and industry disruption underway will drive the emergence
and establishment of a new cohort of winners and laggards
over the next decade, with the consumer at the centre as
never before.” n
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“The phenomenon of a care-centric customer base
and business culture could truly be the silver
lining in the Covid-19 pandemic,” says PwC.

Businesses should develop new,
sustainable products and services,
establish greater inclusivity and
transparency across supply
chains, increase R&D
investment in the future of
food and nutrition and train
staff to provide a consistent
service in line with the brand.
They should also work together
with NGOs, the media, trade
associations and academia to re-examine the values they
espouse and the actions they take.

The pandemic and subsequent lockdowns have brought a move to more local community-focused retail
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